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Abstract

In this master thesis the focus have been on machine learning using convolutional neural networks and more specifically multi-class classification of percussive instruments. Recent advances in the CNN domain makes this a competitive field of research compared with other machine learning algorithms. I present a modified CNN based on work from different past and present research. Different architectures of networks have been tested in this work. The fundamental network of the new networks I have contributed with has shown promising results on its own. It also performs well, regardless of the techniques applied internally (i.e. batch normalization, 50 % dropout). The results are gathered from a dataset comprising 3713 sound files consisting of both digital and acoustic recordings, through multiple epoch experiments and preliminary testing.
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Part I

Machine Learning
Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years the popularity of convolutional neural networks (CNN) have regained strength in many areas of machine learning, perhaps mostly within image processing and object recognition. Needless to say, it is a well known method used in computer vision problems and also now prospering within sound and music. The fundamental techniques can be dated back to the seventies and the late eighties, where Lecun et. al. made groundbreaking progress for the postal system in the United States of America. The team used CNN with backpropagation to develop automatic and digital processing of handwritten zip codes on mails sent through Buffalo postal services [1]. The network structure by Lecun et. al. have been widely used as starting point by different authors during MNIST, Cifar-10 and ImageNet classification challenges [13][12][6].

The purpose of my thesis project is to use CNN for classification of percussive sounds in music, initially based on networks used in other research project and use these as starting point for development of a new network architecture. Furthermore I will adapt my network to new methods and investigate how this influence the performance.

Non-linear classification problems are solvable using supervised learning using logistic regression, using many polynomial terms for the features. When the specific classification problem involves more than two features that are non-linear, it becomes impossible to include more features in a 2 dimensional space [26].

There are different approaches that can be used with neural networks. The choices can vary between creating a network from scratch together with training the model. Another option is to use a existing network architecture and train weights of the network based on a new dataset. Finally transfer learning can be used to extend an existing network and the dataset that it is created for. For more information about this approach I refer to [23]. The final option has several drawbacks in relation to this project, referring to the models I will describe in my thesis and will not make sense semantically, when using sound representations as data input.

Several works have aimed to improve the neural networks, using one data source or multiple sources [4].

I will not go into details about the human auditory system in this thesis and the basics of Fourier transform etc. I assume that readers of this work to this extent are familiar with the fundamentals of sound and music from a human perspective and mathematical.
1.1 State of The Art

Multiple times each year in recent time, the barrier for state of the art has advanced due to new requirements for research, implementation and experiments involving neural networks. The results from training networks with deeper and deeper networks with various modifications have shown to be promising and better than the previous. In this section I will give examples of research made recently that has contributed to this rapid positive development.

1.1.1 Google - The Inception Network

A group from Google Inc. who have named themselves GoogLeNet have been competing at the ILSVRC 2014 with their network architecture they call "Inception", a 22-layer model. The network is described in a paper published in 2014. In this particular paper, the authors explain how the network have been developed and under which requirements. The most relevant for my thesis project are the network architecture and the results from using this network on larger datasets. On that note, I will not describe the requirements presented to the GoogLeNet group when participating in the ILSVRC challenges. The authors argue, the most straightforward way to enhance a neural network in to increase both depth and width. Meaning that both the layer amount is increased and also the units within each layer. The cons of this approach is the several parameters additional following changing the size to bigger and bigger. Consequently the training process is more exposed to the concept of overfitting. Besides danger of slowing or even stopping training using the network because of what the authors call bottleneck, the computational cost are also increased when the network is widened.

![Inception-module used in the CNN by GoogLeNet](image)

Figure 1.1: Illustration showing the "Inception"-module used in the CNN by GoogLeNet.

The chosen idea for the "Inception" network is based on using modules with 1x1 convolutional units to reduce dimensions of a given layer, preferably the layers that would otherwise be expensive computationally since they contain 3x3 and 5x5 convolutional units. See the figure above for a full example of an "Inception"-module. These 1x1 units also contains rectified linear activation functions. Only on higher layers are these modules with 1x1 units applied and in the starting layers, the traditional convolutional is maintained. For the full network design I refer to.

---

The results from using these "Inception"-modules were enough for the GoogLeNet to win the challenge they participated in by a error rate of 6.67%. That is calculated as an 56.5 % improvement from the 2012 contenders first place [6].

Rethinking the Inception Network Architecture

New ideas, algorithms and results have been presented by Google Inc. since the first "Inception" network described above [1.1.1] In a recent paper from 2015 the Szegedy et. al. have explored modifications to improve previous work and performance of winning model. The authors mentions that the existing model can be difficult adapting it to other problems and still preserve the efficiency. As an example, if the filter banks are doubled throughout the network, the computational costs and parameters following with increase times 4 [11].

The four new ideas and design principles the authors suggest to improve the "Inception" network with are as follows:

1. The representation sizes should decrease in a smooth way from input to output.
2. Increasing units in hidden layers of the network.
3. Reducing the input representation before performing spread out convolutions (e.g. 3x3 or 5x5).
4. Increasing the width and depth of the network should increase performance of the network [11].

An interesting point found by doing control experiments in the research are that asymmetric convolutions can decrease the computational cost (i.e. 33 %), if the square convolution are separated in two layers. While decreasing the size of a convolutional kernel from 3x3 to 2x2 only saves less on the costs (i.e. 11 %). The constraint from this experiment is that the new idea does not apply well to starting layers. The technique should be used in layers where feature maps of $m \times m$ and $m$ ranges from 12-20 [11].

The new network size have increased to a 42-layer deep network and several layers have been changed from large 7x7 filter to sequential 3x3 filters. The computational cost have also increased approximately 2.5 times than the previous "Inception" network. The authors elaborates on the common consensus that high resolution of the input to the first layers of a network lead to better recognition performance. The drawback from this fact shows; the network computational cost rise [11]. The authors found no significant evidence for removing the first pooling layer of their network and it would decrease computational costs [11].

1.1.2 Microsoft - Deep Residual Learning

In the same domain of research and approximately same time of the year as the previous paper, a paper from Microsoft Research has been published on deep neural networks for image processing. The authors behind this project have been looking into questions such as, if neural networks improves by using more layers between input and output. They have presented a network of 34-layers and compares it to an identical one of 18-layers, furthermore with simple plain networks of same sizes [7].
Interestingly the depth of neural network have shown to have significance in terms of improving results, oppositely extending a network that is deep enough increases the training error. The consequence is a degradation problem, where the accuracy decrease and in their terms degrades. To overcome this issue the authors present a residual learning framework for the neural networks. The concept is to use shortcuts by identity mapping and the given output of these mappings are added to the activation functions output. These connections are according to the authors not adding extra parameters of computational cost in the process of training the network [7].

The experiments are done using both ImageNet dataset and Cifar-10 dataset in order to show this new framework does only work for specific dataset and can generally be used on different datasets. As opposed to the earlier mentioned plain networks that appears to increase the training error when more layers are being stacked. The residual network achieve higher accuracies from increasing the depth of a given network. As mentioned in the paper shortcut connections are not a new idea and it is used in past research and recent [8] [9] [10], where in the past a linear layer is added to a multi-layer perceptron model [9] [10]. These previous application of shortcut connections are slightly different from the work described in this paper, as gating functions are not used in a similar way [7]. Recently its also used in the previous mentioned work by Google Inc. in the "Inception" network [6] [7].

![Figure 1.2: Illustration showing the development of error rates using plain and residual networks on the ImageNet dataset [7].](image)

The residual learning component are mainly supposed to force weights towards zero approaching identity mapping as a precondition to avoid the degradation problem. To sum up the results found in experiments using the residual networks compared to plain stacked networks, the illustration above shows how training of the ImageNet dataset have resulted in a improved error rate over several iterations for the residual networks [7].

1.1.3 Mxnet - GitHub Repository

Mxnet is an online repository for machine learning. It contains examples for many different purposes (e.g. image-classification, text-classification) using various techniques. In this section I will focus mostly on the image-classification section of Mxnet because its the relevant part
for this report and my thesis work. The options in Mxnet are many in terms of programming language and network examples. I focus on CNN for this semester and Mxnet has provided lots of examples for exactly this area.

The primary language I have used is Python and I have explored the folder “image-classification” to a large degree. I have been going through many of the network example files and seen how their implementation is structured in the scripts. Some scripts are dependent on other files such as “symbol” files for training. In the older network, the network is started directly from e.g. `train_mnist.py`, while more recent and large network are trained from “train_imagenet.py” and then the “symbol” file containing the network architecture is passed as an argument to the script call.

All the created models are utilizing the script: “train_model.py” to account for momentum of the algorithm and the accuracy output [25].

1.2 Related Work - Different Approach

In this section I will describe research that is closely related to my thesis work, using different techniques and still within the domain of neural networks for sound and music applications. The section will cover work from environmental sounds, speech recognition and musical instrument classification.

1.2.1 Environmental Sound Classification

Research in environmental sounds contain a wide spectra of different sounds and they can be produced by very different elements in nature and our everyday surroundings. The article I want to focus on first in this section is from 2015 and uses 3 publicly available datasets of environmental and urban recordings.

The network used by the author is not particularly deep or spectacular in width. It does however have some interesting properties as it utilize segmented spectrograms with deltas as 2-channel input to the network.

The training examples in the environmental sound dataset was separated into short and long representations, then converted in to log-scaled Mel-spectrograms[2]. These examples were resampled to 22050 Hz and normalized. The windows size used for the creating the spectrograms was 1024 samples and a hop size of 512 samples. The result was a 60-band Mel-frequency bands. A general rule for these short and long representations was 41 frames with 50 % overlap for the short versions and 101 frames with 90 % overlap for the long. The representations was provided with delta, calculated from a external library and was functional as input for the network.

The network is similar to the one presented by [1] and contains two convolutional layers with rectified linear activations each followed by max-pooling layer. Finally two fully-connected layers with 5000 filters each and a Softmax classifier for the output. During training the short examples was stopped after 300 epochs and the long after 150 epochs using learnings rates of 0.002 and 0.01 respectively.

[2]Mel refers to the Mel-scale of linearly spaced frequencies for low frequencies and logarithmically for high
The results presented from this study are not extensive and the authors argue only, that using CNN achieves a similar level of performance as other methods [14].

1.2.2 Automatic Instrument Recognition

One of two related papers I will go into concerning instrument recognizing were published in 2015 by Li et al. with the focus on using raw audio data for training a CNN [20].

They create a network with 3 convolutional layers with max-pooling and rectified linear activations. Furthermore they have two fully-connected layers, with rectified activations in the first fully-connected, as in the convolutional layer and dropout for that particular fully-connected layer. In the second fully-connected layer they use sigmoid for the output units. In their method the authors compared the predicted activations with training activations using a binary cross entropy loss function [20].

Using a batch size of 16 and stochastic gradient descent the author train the CNN after preprocessing the input data. Setting the labels for the 11 groups of instruments they decided to use were not a trivial approach, since their annotations covered 82 instruments. The authors continued by grouping these into 70 classes, afterwards they collected all groups appearing in less than 20 songs into a class called "others" [20].

After categorizing the instruments the authors calculated normal MFCCs but also first and second order differences, ending with three matrices for benchmarks. The matrices were modeled by a Gaussian distribution [20].

Finally the authors compared they CNN with the calculated benchmarks and found the CNN to outperform other methods [20].

1.2.3 Musical Instrument Classification

Instruments are an essential part of music and sounds for musical performances. I want to present the next study due to its relevance for my thesis and the technical setup of it. The investigated approach using CNN for instrument classification was published in 2015.

The main idea is to combine spectrograms as input to a CNN with multi-resolution recurrence plots (MRP). The MRP representation contain phase information about the audio signal in a two dimensional layout. The phase attribute can be very useful when distinguishing between different instruments. The authors use 8 different length spectrograms excerpts for one input and 56 (7 layers x 8 points) MRP images of different temporal block size and resolution of the MRP for the other input [4]. See figure 1.3.
Before creating the MRP representations the authors use 1 dimensional max-pooling of the signal, they preserve temporal changes of the origin of the raw audio signal while still improving the classification performance. After generation of the MRP from this reduced signal, they also reduce the size of the image by using another max-pooling step to the 2 dimensional representation of MRP, resulting in a smaller image size. In the preprocessing step of the project, the authors does not normalize the magnitude of the MRP image because of the relation to attack and transient shape of the audio signal this conveys.

Three different combinations of double input to the CNN was used in this study. One that uses only the MRP, the second for only spectrograms and the third is both MRP and spectrograms. The network architecture is composed of two convolutional layers with max-pooling and rectified linear activations, a layers for merging the output from the previous layers before a fourth layer of fully-connected units and Softmax classifier for the output. The network can be seen in figure 1.4.

---

**Figure 1.3:** Illustration showing the preprocessing methodology from the fusion approach [4].

**Figure 1.4:** Illustration showing the CNN using two different input representation of the audio signal [4].
The 3 objectives the authors proposed was; classifying 4 instrument families from 20 instruments, classifying each instrument and lastly using their own dataset classifying 4 different pianos using a single note. From the 3 different tasks using the 3 different combinations of network, the authors noted a classification error of 1.31 %, 6.35 % and 6.86 % for the three tasks, using the combined network of spectrogram and MRP respectively. The combined network performed best in all three tasks. While the spectrogram approach performed better than the MRP version in the two first tasks, but not in task three [4].

1.2.4 Nonnegative Matrix Factorization

As the final part in this introductory chapter, before starting the next, I want to make a final note on different approaches to sound and music processing. Formally the concept of nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is presented as a compositional model for audio processing. Mathematical models that are represented as nonnegative linear combinations used to explain data (i.e. sound and music). The concept is primarily used in audio processing to approximate a low-level parametric representations such as the spectrograms using matrices and reconstructing the sounds.

NMF models are nonnegative time-frequency representations of a given signal as matrices. They are decomposed into products of component matrices that are nonnegative. One matrix represent the atomic parts, pattern wise, and the another matrix represent the activations to the signal over time. The job of the NMF is to estimate the atoms and their activations from a mixture of sounds in a signal (e.g. music pieces). Furthermore the NMF can utilize atoms to combine a model from training data linearly [19]. In order to represent the signal as matrices, the signal must be decomposed and to do so one can find a divergence using a mathematical approach. The observed spectrograms of the signal must be approximated by two matrices and the divergence can be used to control for most optimal approximation. The commonly used divergence function in matrix decomposition is the squared error. When being in the NMF framework regularization terms can be used to constrain the divergence and minimize it. I will go further into regularization as part of the classification task with neural networks in the next chapter [19]. Figure 1.5 shows the decomposition concept of NMF.

A limitation to the NMF model can be seen if a spectrogram, due to technical preprocessing issues, are not represented to its full extend and are missing frames. The NMF cannot be used and ignore (or reconstruct) the missing frame values, as there is simply no data to express the activation for the atoms affected by the missing frames. Another limitation to compositional models overall, coming back to the time-frequency representations of spectrograms often used in this context; they lack phase information and consequently makes reliable sound synthesis difficult [19].

As study have indicated NMF can be used for instrument classification as well using different parameterized sound features e.g. zero crossings, spectral centroid, MFCCs. The highest performance of a set NMF experiments was 95.5 % in classification accuracy. The authors used a nearest-neighbor classifier for the weights of the vectors of the NMF output, applying a cosine similarity matrix to determine the right instrument [22].
Figure 1.5: Illustration showing the approximation of the input from two atoms and their activations [19].

I will not spend more time on experimenting or considering NMF methods as they are out of scope for this project. The idea with mentioning it was as indicated by this section title, to present related research with a different approach.

1.3 Final Problem Statement

As an extension to this introduction and a midway point before I start analyzing research and concepts within the academic area of machine learning for sound and music computing. I would like to present my final problem statement, which I will aim to answer throughout this report.

*Can a CNN be used to classify percussive sounds and predict the correct label for a given percussive instrument? Will the classification accuracy be improved using some of the newest techniques in the literature and by altering fundamental algorithm parameters? Will the CNN perform similarly or better than the existing networks does on instrument classification and recognition?*
Chapter 2

Analysis

The second chapter in this first part of this report will describe and also depicts several studies made within machine learning for musical applications. It will aim to clarify the most used terminology in machine learning (i.e. neural networks used with sound and music), including the concepts behind. In order to replicate essential network settings beneficial for my thesis, I will go into more details with the selected relevant studies. Beginning with a general description of neural networks.

2.1 The Digital Neural Network for Machine Learning

Neural Networks are a known and well documented techniques for machine learning \[1,13,6,3,7,24\]. In order to train a neural network several mathematical equations are being used for calculation. Forward propagation for algorithm weights of filter and results according to the training sets’ features \(x(i)\). A cost function \(J(\theta)\) using for instance a sigmoid curve and backpropagation to compute partial derivatives \(\frac{\alpha}{\alpha \theta}\) for deltas \(\delta\) to minimize the cost function.

The normal procedure for training a neural network consist of 6 general steps:

1. Randomly initialize weights.
2. Implement forward propagation to get \(h_\theta(x(i))\) for any \(x(i)\).
3. Implement equation for the cost function.
4. Implement backward propagation for computing partial derivatives.
5. Use gradient checking for comparing partial derivatives computed using backpropagation versus numerical estimate of gradient of \(J(\theta)\).
6. Use gradient descent or another advanced optimization algorithm with backpropagation to minimize the cost function \(J(\theta)\) as a function of parameters \(\theta\) [26].

When trying to evaluate and improve the learning algorithm of the network some developers try multiple approaches e.g. to get more training examples, try smaller set of features, try getting additional features, try to add polynomial features etc. In many situations these are redundant ways of trying to better the results of outcomes given by the training set [26].
The steps shown above will indicate a thoroughly considered way of creating a neural network from scratch. The goal of my work will be improving methods for neural networks and suggest new alternatives to how a network can be used in sound classification.

### 2.1.1 Bagging

Several working implementations of neural network use bagging as a mean of improving the classifier [3]. A method based on averaging the output of CNN or RNN[1] and here achieving a higher F-score or validation accuracy. Bagging has certain limitations and even though it improves scores for 2 CNN, it does not increase F-score for 4 CNN. Learning two CNN separately will not give either of the networks the advantage, as they are trained individually, while bagging of the two networks can improve the collected performance in terms of score. A significant issue of this method is the increment of computational cost, two identical networks that are used will double the cost. [3][15].

### 2.1.2 Dropout

As the neural networks often contain one or more layers of hidden units, dropout is a method for ensuring units to obtain learning from one another, while still solving independently of the previous units in the network. During training using dropout the output of hidden layers are randomly dropped according to a defined percentage of the units in the layers (e.g. 50 %). The technique is often applied to avoid overfitting. The advantage of using dropout besides what was just mentioned is; not increasing computational cost as opposed to bagging which can double the costs [14][26][3].

### 2.1.3 Regularization

In order to avoid overfitting the regularization technique can be used. The idea of applying this mathematical term to a hypothesis, is to keep the values of the parameters small when calculating the cost function. The equation below shows the regularization term for linear regression. With a small value of lambda (\(\lambda\)), not using much regularization, there is a higher risk of overfitting [26].

\[
\frac{\lambda}{2m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \theta_j^2
\]  

(2.1)

The case of overfitting can be caused by having too many features describing the training examples in a dataset. The learned hypothesis may then fit the particular training data well but will not generalize to new examples of training data when predicting labels. Following overfitting is often the concept of high variance and the curve used to fit the training data is often composed of several high-order polynomials features or too many [26].

---
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2.1.4 Backpropagation

The learning algorithm called backpropagation is often used in the gradient descent computation. The partial derivative terms in the gradient descent can be calculated using this algorithm. Usually the output of the activation functions for each neuron in the network layers are calculated using forward propagation. The calculation for the backpropagation starts in the output layer after the forward propagation is completed and uses delta terms for the derivatives to return at the first hidden layer in the network layers by layer. The partial error delta terms are calculated as [26]:

$$\delta^{(L)} = y^{(i)} - y^{(i)}$$ (2.2)

Hence the backpropagation calculates the error between the predicted output and the real output for the first delta term. Then moving back in network and adjusting the weights of the hidden layers by summation of weights times the delta terms for each layer [26].

2.1.5 Gradient Descent

In the traditional gradient descent (GD) the algorithm runs over the entire dataset and performs a summation of the whole, before updating parameters and moving closer to the local minimum in a somewhat straight line trajectory [26].

Stochastic Gradient Descent

The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is often divided into 2 steps, where the first is to shuffle the entire dataset. The second is to look at a single training example and update the weights before moving to the next training example [26].

SGD is taking a small steps with respect to the cost function and modify the parameters slightly so it fits the cost function better. Then it goes to the next example and does the same. The downside of the SGD is that is not necessarily converge at exactly the local minimum as the traditional GD, though it in practice does not influence many algorithms as the weights values are chosen close to the local minimum [26].

The SGD is considered to be performing faster than traditional GD [26].

Mini-Batch Gradient Descent

A third version of the GD is called mini-batch gradient descent (MBGD) and works as the name implies on smaller batches than the entire batch of the whole dataset [26].

The normal range for MBGD is between 2-100 training examples from the total dataset. The values of parameters are then updated after using these shuffled examples. The advantage of using MBGD compared to SGD is that the ability to parallelize increase if the computation of the algorithms is vectorized in good way [26].

The MBGD is also considered to be faster than GD [26].
Feature Scaling

In order to achieve a faster convergence of the gradient descent, it is possible to scale the features in the dataset. Instead of having a large variation between minimum and maximum values within a feature, it can be beneficial to scale it to somewhere from 0-1 or -1 to 1. This can prompt the gradient descent to find a more direct path towards the global minimum. This procedure is mostly advantageous for problems with many different features that spans widely between minimum and maximum values.

Learning Rate

Since the job of the gradient descent is to find the value of theta that minimizes the cost function. If the learning rate is set to high, there is danger of overfitting and not ending at the global minimum as desired for the cost function. On the contrary of the learning is set very low, it will slow the progress of finding the minimum and results in a slow convergence problem for the gradient descent. Often the choice is a matter of trial by error, as the standards for automatic convergence test are hard to determine thresholds for. Naturally it is hard to determine a threshold (e.g. a value in the range $10^{-3}$) for a decrease in the cost function, when a learning rate have not been chosen yet.

2.2 Activation Functions

In all implementations of neural networks a requirement for activation functions are presented to achieve convergence at the local minimum of the cost function. In this section I will describe the commonly used. On a plot in a coordinate system, the functions can appear very similar but their mathematical equations are different and I will show that here.

2.2.1 Hyperbolic Tangent

A non-linear function i.e. "tanh" can be used to obtain convergence fast, if the weights used are not too small. If the weights are to small it will range from slow to very slow.

$$tanh(z) = \frac{e^{2z} - 1}{e^{2z} + 1} \quad (2.3)$$

This can affect the amount of epoch necessary for the algorithm to converge at the optimal minimum.

2.2.2 Rectified Linear Function

A neuron or unit implementing a rectified linear function is called rectified linear unit (ReLU) and are found using the activation function:

$$f(x) = max(0,x) \quad (2.4)$$
The advantage of using ReLU is that it addresses the saturation problem and consequently the vanishing gradient while training, which can slow down the convergence of a model being trained [5, 14].

2.2.3 Logistic Function

Sigmoid functions are often used in neural network layers because of its non-linearity.

\[
y = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}
\]  

(2.5)

The first derivative is computational efficient [21].
2.3 Research in Convolutional Neural Networks for Sound and Music

Going more into sound and music related to CNN. The following sections will further investigate research done focusing on sound and music for onset detection, and speech recognition with the goal of identifying relevant information usable for this master thesis.

The proposed research have been selected in order to find relevant implementations of convolutional neural network (CNN) to classify and predict percussive sounds from dataset in either image or human annotated format.

2.4 Musical Onset Detection

Jan Schlüter et al. have focused on finding onsets in polyphonic music using CNN. They have implemented a neural network that is similar to how image processing classify different image classes by content, using spectrograms to detect annotated (ground-truth) onset in musical recordings. It have been done within great success and motivated the authors to do more work in line of this article. I will elaborate on the differences between their work after describing their related articles.

Studying the first article it is shown how the authors improved the performance of their classification objective compared existing methods in the field for musical onset detection using a CNN. The figure 2.1 shows the architecture used for the network causing this improvement.

---

**The Data Input** is based on:

- 3 spectrograms of 10 ms hop size, window size 23, 46 and 93.
- 80 band Mel frequency filter from 27.5 Hz to 16 kHz.
- Normalization of frequency bands to zero mean and unit variance.
The input is in blocks of 15 frames.

The learning rate is 0.05.

From this input the networks was evaluated using the procedure shown next.

**The Evaluation** is done according to:

- Training is done utilizing 100 epochs and 256 examples while the output is smoothed over time and thresholded within a limit of +/- 25 ms of target annotation.

- Results are obtained from 8-fold cross validation.

**The Network Implementation** are resulting in:

The CNN performs better than RNN and reduce manual processing. The computational costs are increased. Furthermore it is indicated from the results of this study that rectangular kernel filter shapes are outperforming conventional squared kernel filters.

In the given implementation max-pooling filters are wide in frequency and narrow in time and vice versa for convolutional filters. The final fully-connected layer is integrated from information from previous fully-connected layer 2.

### 2.4.1 Improved Musical Onset Detection

The same authors as mentioned above have done extensive research based on the same network architecture. In this section I will not describe the intention of the article as carefully, because it is alike their previous work. The same data input have been used here. The outcome of their implementation is providing different results, that are worth taking notice of and key elements accounting for these improved results can prove useful in future implementation of similar networks.

**The Key Differences** from the articles above are:

In this article the authors are randomly dropping 50 percent of the input units to the fully-connected layers and double the remaining weights. Also the annotated onsets are assigned to 3 spectrograms instead of 1 as in 2.4 and weighting the extra frames less in training. Furthermore the experiments conducted for the improved musical onset detection paper have looked at results for different implementations of their network 3. The figure 2.2 shows the results from the experiments conducted in relation to onset detection.
Next I will go more into new techniques for implementations of CNNs.

2.5 Batch Normalization in Convolutional Neural Networks

Additional research in the field of machine learning with deep neural network has been proposed by the authors Sergey Ioffe and Christian Szegedy, their starting point is in the "Inception" network by Google Inc. described in section 1.1. They have initially worked with a method using mini-batches of examples during training with stochastic gradient decent instead of using only one example at the time. In the research they have made they claim several improvements by using mini-batches, i.e. degree of loss over the mini-batch can be an estimate of the loss over an entire dataset. The estimate can be improved when increasing the batch size. Secondly they argue that the computational efficiency is increased when using batches in parallel rather than on individual examples of the full dataset [5].

The proposed concept of batch normalization is considered to improve training speed, by reducing the internal covariate shift in deep neural networks. The authors define the internal covariate shift as a bi-product of change in network parameters during training. Network training converges faster by transforming the input to zero mean and unit variance, leading to the idea of transforming all input from previous layer in this way. And by doing so, reducing the internal covariate shift happening before beginning the next layers in deep network [5].

The batch normalization transform is preferable applied before the nonlinearity by normalizing x = Wu + b (the activation function) of each layers. The authors suggest to do the transform of the input for each layers, after the first input layer, as these are likely to be the sum of other nonlinearity and the distributed shapes changes during training. Their initial experiments have shown that this does not reduce the covariate shift. Following the same procedure for both fully-connected and convolutional layers, it can be achieved to have the normalization follow the convolutional characteristics so that each kernel elements in different locations of feature map are identically normalized throughout training [5].

Finally the authors suggests the advantage of using batch normalization is evident, when learning rates are high so that the gradient descent occasionally appears to be stopping at less...
optimal local minimum while converging. This additionally leads to a conclusion that with batch normalization the backpropagation in each layer is not influenced by the scale of layers parameters (e.g. high learning rate). For earlier techniques scaling of parameters may have caused a model to increase drastically in size or computational cost/time [5].

As a last remark to this research, it has also been found useful to utilize the above techniques to limit the use of dropout, which have earlier been widely known for addressing overfitting [5].

2.6 Music Boundary Detection

I want to round this part and chapter off by discussing research done in related to boundary detection using CNN. Thomas Grill et al. have investigated several different methods as solution to this problem. It entails spectrograms with self-similarity lag matrices (SSLM), structure analysis, combined features and two-level annotations.

2.6.1 Music Structure Analysis

In this first subsection I will focus on research done on music structure analysis (MSA) as the 'tip of the iceberg', indicating that a large chuck of information is related to structure of music or musical form. The work done is based on CNN and are close related to the work mentioned in 2.4 the groups of authors both train a binary classifier on spectrograms from music segments.

The method described here is based on feature extraction and more precisely Mel-spectrograms. Additionally the author have used also MFCC, chroma vectors and fluctuation patterns, concluding that the modified spectrograms were making the network perform better than the other features mentioned. The three areas of interest to the final performance of the network are different context length, temporal smearing and spectrogram resolution [15]. The spectrograms was calculated over a window of 2048 samples at 44100 kHz, applying a Mel-filterbank of 80 coefficients and triangular filter from 80 Hz to 16 kHz. The magnitudes of audio input was scaled logarithmically and was padded with pink noise at -70 dB as the authors found useful [15].

The network architecture for this work was consisting of a convolutional layers of 16 kernels of size 8 x 6. Then using a max-pooling layer of 3 x 6. Another convolutional layer of 32 kernels of 6 x 3 and a fully-connected layer with 128 units. Finally they use one last fully-connected layer with one output unit. The authors mentioned that early experiments have determined the fundament for this network architecture [15].

The training was conducted using gradient descent of mini-batches with 64 training examples. The momentum was set to 0.95 and the learning rate starting at 0.6 and increased after every epoch by multiplying with 0.85. The training procedure was stopped after 20 epochs in every scenario [15].

The results of performance for this network have showed the authors were able to achieve F-score measures that perform better than previous attempts on the MIREX² dataset based on the SALAMI³ database they have used for human annotated data. One drawback of using the sound files from the database they have chosen, is the different loudness of the sounds, and they

---

² Music community campaign called: Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange
³ A public available database named: Structural Analysis of Large Amounts of Music Information
suggest to use a more time of preprocessing in order to account for this issue before training the network [15].

2.6.2 Self-similarity Matrices

As the second approach I will present a CNN based on spectrograms and SSLM. The main idea is to determine the transition points between the structural elements in a music pieces (e.g. phrases, chorus, verse).

In the literature Thomas Grill et al. describe their problem arise from the fact that Mel-spectrograms does not contain all the information about the audio data as they find fitting for the network [16]. The SSM method can compare similarities from earlier checkpoints in time within a certain lag time. They can use this with low-level features and matrix representations of these metrics [16].

When extraction features the authors use a window of 2048 samples at 44100 kHz. And are very similar to the extraction methods presented in the section above. A Mel-filterbank of 80 triangular filter etc. From preliminary experiments the authors found MFCC and cosine distance to yield better results than Euclidian metrics [16].

The CNN presented in the paper is built using four different architectures based on where to combine the two input features (i.e. Mel-spectrograms, SSLM). Each ending in its own specific way to the output unit(s) in the network. As seen in the figure 2.3 below, architecture (a) is based on an average of the two output units, (b) is joining the two output layers, (c) two hidden dense layers for the fusion and (d) if the temporal context in similar they convolve the two input simultaneously over time [16]. The fundamental network setup is somewhat the same as described in the previous subsection, extending only the convolutional kernels to 32 and 64 respectively for the two layers [16].

![Figure 2.3: Illustration showing the four different architecture for fusion of combined features. [16]](image)

The authors present the results based on the SALAMI database and found that their calculated precision and recall metrics are better than previous state of the art algorithms. The authors mention that it seems that an early combination of the features are optimal, though the differences are not significant [16].
2.6.3 Combined Features and Two-level Annotations

A recent published paper address the music boundary detection with yet another technical methodology for the input to a CNN. The authors describe a method in the paper consisting of combined input features and multiple annotations in two-level ground-truths available within the SALAMI database.

Based on the same feature extraction methods as in the two previous subsections I have presented, the authors derive the features from a analysis window of size 2048 samples etc. From this low-features they compute the harmonic-percussive source separation to divide the harmonic and percussive components in the sound data. The authors again also use SSLM but to a more extensive measure when having two context widths in time, i.e. 14 and 88 seconds [17].

The network architecture does not vary from the one I described recently in the previous subsection. In this setup the input to the network varies in the sense, that only for one setup they use both input channels and in the following two setups, the output is varied to variants named coarse and fine by the authors. Using only coarse or a combination of both coarse and fine in conjunction for the output unit. See figure below [17].

![Network Architecture Diagram](image)

Figure 2.4: Illustration showing the network architecture for the different input strategies and output. [17]

As used in the previous two papers I have discussed, the authors use a peak-picking method for finding the boundary locations from the output. Training is done using gradient descent and mini-batches [17].

The results found in this study show that combining the Mel-spectrograms with HPSS and SSLM together are providing better scores on multiple annotations. Concluding that more perspectives on the audio input, yield higher scores in their experiments [17].
2.7 Requirements Specification

Through this part of the report I have gathered some essential requirements for the application to succeed in answering the final problem statement.

1. An algorithm able to decrease a cost function and find the optimal local minimum of the cost function e.g. backpropagation.

2. Find the highest probability that the output of the trained network, based on certain weights can correctly classify a given low-level parametric representations of sounds into one of three classes.

3. Too many features will not perform well for different dataset within the same domain and will likely cause overfitting of the algorithm.

4. Determine an appropriate amount of layers for the network, a minimum of 1 hidden layer.

5. Find the optimal learning rate.

6. Decide how many filter should be used in the layers.

7. Use asymmetric convolutional kernels to account for frequency rather than time.

8. Use number of output units corresponding to the number of classes for classifying.

9. Select a batch size for the gradient descent.

10. Divide dataset into training and validation data to evaluate the algorithm.

11. Predict what class an example sound of one class belongs to.

12. Preprocess audio with normalization to loudness of training examples.
Part II
The Learning Algorithm
Chapter 3

Design

The intention of this chapter is to describe the design of the overall application for my thesis. Given there will not be any user interaction involved at this stage, I will not explain a user interface or graphics content. Rather I will outline how the functionality of training a network, together with a flow-diagram of the entire application and the construction of different related files will help to predict sounds from 3 instruments (i.e. bass drum, high-hat, snare).

3.1 The Prerequisites for the Network

The software that I prefer using when handling large amount of data is MATLAB, it can be used a functional programming where methods are called recursively and hereby increases computational power of the software. The computational costs of not only training a network is important, the amount of time preparing a dataset from all the sounds files collected for this thesis is a significant factor, due to the time constraints of my thesis work. In figure 3.1 the different types of sounds are shown, its clear how acoustic and digital recordings have different sound waves from the plots of audio data.
In my opinion the importance of a high frequency resolution is essential to this task of analyzing instruments and hence I will choose to lower the time resolution, when firstly parameterizing the signal using Fourier transform. I will do that by using a rather large FFT size. The frequency structure of sounds from instruments is important in order for the network to be able to distinguish classes.

The tanh non-linearity function I have described earlier are being used in the design and implemented in the network, calculating values for the matrices of weights mapping from one layer to the next hidden layer. This means that the next hidden layers units are activation output of each preceding neuron, taking the tanh of all the convolutional kernels filter weights added together and output the summed neuron values for the next layer.

### 3.1.1 Application Design

The application is developed using Python and MATLAB scripts. The main purpose of the application is to train a CNN using training and validation sets extracted from the sound database, predict whether of three classes a sound (i.e. Mel-frequency log-scaled spectrogram format) belongs to. The three classes are as mentioned bass-drum, snare-drum and high-hat.
In the diagram above I am illustrating how the process of a given application could be organized. The diagram does not take into account the user interaction involved in many apps. The user interaction and ranked prediction will wait for future development. I have marked the two final steps with a red rectangle due to the implications of making this part. It is out of scope for my project and I will not make this aspect of the application. The goal of my thesis is to develop the backend part of the application, a algorithm for classifying three different percussive sounds. The highlighted section in the flow diagram is intended for use in the frontend part of a given application using CNN as learning algorithm.

**Output of Training**

The basic network design are lines of code in a Python script, where the depth and width of the network can be configured. The flattening method I also chose to utilize is previously used by other authors in the beginning of the first fully-connected layers. Namely for network training on 3-channel input \([13, 18, 7, 6, 11]\) and for 1-channel black and white as well \([1]\).

In a network where the learning rate of a given network is high, the accuracies obtained as results from the training can be based on coincidence. If the accuracy should happen to be fairly high as the algorithm is not converging in straight trajectory towards a local minimum. The gradient tend to overshoot and oscillate around one minimum. The number of epochs will not matter as the gradient descent algorithm will fail to find the local minimum by improving the weights of the parameters. The learning rate should therefore preferably be set low, so the network can learn over time without jumping from high accuracies to low and still most likely never find the optimal minimum.

After training a network, the output will be 3 files, which can be used for prediction of example images in the same representation style as the network was trained on. I will describe the prediction script shortly. Before doing so, the interesting files are: a parameters file, a JSON file and a mean image.

The parameters file contains all the parameters from the training of the network in a binary file. The file can be used in combination with JSON of network to predict further with a Mxnet
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script. This Mxnet script is shown in the Appendix so the reader can get a impression of how that would work.

The JSON file is the network in a node format from the input layers, through hidden neurons to output units. It contains network precisely as it has been setup in a Python script. I will describe the Python script and the entire network in the next chapter, together with the variations of networks I have used to experiment with. Concretely the JSON file can be used in the next step of predicting one of the classes from a given example image of the representation used for training the CNN.

The mean image is created during running the training, if the network used and the iterator is used to request it. From a visual perspective there is not really anything to realize from this file, as it is binary. Computers read such files perfectly well but humans usually find it hard. Nonetheless, the mean image is also used to in the prediction script. The important thing to realize is that the mean image is created as a mean of all images’ pixel values in the training and validation sets.

**Input for Prediction**

The prediction script is primarily used for image processing using the CNN method and uses an predefined image shape for the prediction. Due to this constraint I could reprocess the dataset used for testing and use the new dataset representation in the best performing network in order to comply with original settings of the prediction script.
Chapter 4

Implementation

The following chapter will describe the full setup of my thesis implementation from preparing data input, converting to binary files which can be read by the network scripts and finally the network architecture. The structure of my network architecture will be simple and inspired of [2][3][5] for making it usable for instrument classification. The foundation of the network is roughly configured utilizing existing setup from [1], which I have found in the Mxnet repository. For the task of training a CNN it is crucial to provide the optimal data as input, based on what area is in focus of the network (e.g. onset detection, sound recognition, image processing, robotics etc.). The full scripts from where the code snippets in this chapter are taken can be found in the Appendix.

4.1 Data Preparation

This section is dedicated to the data processing before it is being fed into the network as input. In scenarios where sounds are being used, the preprocessing is a vast part of the process. The network I have created does not recognize raw sound files and have to be converted image representations for the input. I will use modified spectrograms of the sounds a bass drums, high-hats and snare drums.

4.1.1 MATLAB

In this section I will present essential code snippets used to prepare the dataset from MATLAB. The idea is to show how some of the concepts of normalization, parameters for analysis of the sounds and output are developed.

```matlab
clear
% number of columns to be processed
debugMode=1;
noCols=8;
noFreq=80;
```
frameRate=100;
am=1/6;  % amplification factor
splitRatio= 0.8% split rate: portion of training data
quant=256;
lowestFrequency=27.5;
windowSize=512;

exp_name='exp4';
jpg_dir='../drums/';

data_base_path='../Nicolai/'
data_subdir={'Bass/','Hihat/','Snare/'};

anaWinSec=1/frameRate*(noCols+2);  % in s
file_len_cum=0;
for d=1:3,  %:2,
    file_lst=dir([data_base_path data_subdir{d}]);
    file_len(d)=length(file_lst)-3;
    file_idx=4:file_len(d);
    for i=1:file_len(d),
        [snd,fs]=audioread([data_base_path data_subdir{d} file_lst(i+3).name]);
        anaWinSmp=ceil(anaWinSec*fs);
        snd_fr=snd(1:min(size(snd,1),anaWinSmp));
        amp=am/mean(abs(snd_fr));
        [dummy dummy earMag{file_len_cum +i}] = mfcc_thesis(amp*snd_fr, ...
fs, frameRate,noFreq,lowestFrequency,windowSize);
        lab(file_len_cum+i)=d;
    end
    file_len_cum=file_len_cum+file_len(d);
end

%%
i=1;
j=1;
while i<=length(earMag),
    if ~isempty(earMag{i}),
        if size(earMag{i},2) < noCols,
            sprintf('%d:col=%d',i,size(earMag{i},2))
        elseif isinf(min(min(earMag{i}))),
            sprintf('%d:-inf',i)
        elseif isinf(max(max(earMag{i}))),
            sprintf('%d:inf',i)
        else
            earMag1(j,::)=earMag{i}(::,1:noCols);
The code listed above are looking into the database folders for training and validation examples using a double for-loop (i.e. one outer loop for the folder, one inner for-loop for each sound file in the class) and calculates the analysis window, while labeling the files according to the class they belong to.

The second objective for this code example is determine whether the sound files are long enough according to the frame rate and the values in the "earMag" matrix, if they are valid each sound file will be saved in to a new matrix and relabeled if some files were invalid. If some files are not valid due to NaN (Not a Number) or infinite values, the initial labeling will not persist and needs to be done again.

The next part of the script is achieving two objectives: one is to create a quantile based Mel-frequency log-spaced spectrograms (MLS) and the other create normalized MLS, according to the mean of amplitudes over the entire training examples for one class (i.e. bass, highhat, snare). Additionally this part also creates the images of the sounds and assigns the ".jpg" format. I will describe how the how the quantile based representation is obtained in the next section following the code snippet below.

```matlab
%% normalization
% earMags
minMag=min(min(min(earMag)));
maxMag=max(max(max(earMag)));
earMagV=reshape(earMag,[size(earMag,1)*size(earMag,2)*size(earMag,3),1]);
figure; hist(earMagV,100);
q=quantile(earMagV,quant);

%% sndNo=size(earMag,1);
for i=1:sndNo,
    for j=1:size(earMag,2),
        for k=1:size(earMag,3),
            qua=min(find(earMag(i,j,k)<q));
```
earMagN(i,j,k)=(earMag(i,j,k)-minMag)/(maxMag-minMag);
if isempty(qua),
    qua=quant;
end
quan(i,j,k)=qua-1;
end
end

%%
jpg_path=[jpg_dir exp_name '/'];
jpgN_path=[jpg_dir exp_name 'N/'];

for i=1:sndNo,
    ima(:,:,)=quan(i,:,:);
    imwrite(ima(:,:,)/quant,sprintf('%sdrum%d.jpg',jpg_path,i))
    imaN(:,:,)=earMagN(i,:,:);
    imwrite(imaN(:,:,),sprintf('%sdrum%d.jpg',jpgN_path,i))
end

%%
if debugMode,
close all
end

4.1.2 Quantile Based Representation

Representing the data for time and frequency I perform normalization. For each frequency band and time frame I rescale the values from 0 to 255. Then calculate the 256 quantiles and assign \( i \) as a value, if the value falls between quantile \( i - 1 \) and \( i \) or 0 for the lowest or 255 for the highest. I will compare with normalized MLS spectrograms in the beginning of the test chapter to determine the optimal representation to use for my project.

MFCC Calculation

The MFCCs are calculated in a separate script that is called as a function from the main script I have described in the previous section.

for start=0:cols-1
    first = start*windowStep + 1;
    last = first + windowSize-1;
    fftData = zeros(1,fftSize);
    fftData(1:windowSize) = preEmphasized(first:last).*hamWindow;
    fftMag = abs(fft(fftData));

earMag = \log_{10}(mfccFilterWeights \cdot fftMag');

In the code snippet above I show how the absolute FFT magnitude are assigned MFCC filter weights based on the triangular windowing done to the FFT values from the original audio signal.

The figure 4.1 below shows from left to right: A) normalized amplitude, not zero mean and unit variance, B) then with both zero mean and unit variance plus normalized amplitude, C) then without normalized amplitude but with zero mean and unit variance, lastly D) without zero mean and unit variance and not any normalized amplitude. These instances of representations are created before quantiles are calculated.

![Figure 4.1: Illustration showing different training examples created in MATLAB from left to right: A), B), C) and D).](image)

Here its visible that the zero mean and unit variance creates entirely different representation than normalized amplitude and together it has improvement. Furthermore the zero mean and unit variance applied to single training examples does not influence the output representation. Its has been presented in previous research that zero mean and unit variance are applied, I will question that the effects are strong in terms of representation.

The final representation of the sound files is a MLS of normalized amplitude in each training example as shown in figure 4.2.
4.1.3 Im2rec Tool

In order to create iterator used for the network, where batch size figures, mean images are created (i.e. mean of all image pixel values for the dataset both training and validation set) and data shape, a tool called im2rec is used. The functionality of the tool is based on files in .lst format. The file is basically a container for image representation index number, label and a path to the representation. The tool will convert the .lst file in a .rec file that can be read by the iterator when training the network.

A full example file of how the validation set is created using the im2rec tool can been seen in the Appendix.

4.1.4 Python Scripting

Based on existing scripts located in the Mxnet repository, I have continued working on the script "train_mnist.py" and altered it to the best of my knowledge and competencies within Python. The results are the network architectures before they are converted into JSON files a results of the training process and can be used prediction. The scripts from Mxnet have already been structured with methods and arguments that can be used when calling the script e.g. learning rate, batch-size, learning rate factor. I have removed what is superficial in order to complete my simulations from scripts.

```python
train_dataset = 'exp4NTr0.rec'
val_dataset = 'exp4NEval0.rec'
batch_size = 256
#shape = 256
```
def get_iterator(data_shape):
    def get_iterator_impl(args, kv):
        data_dir = args.data_dir
        #if '://' not in args.data_dir:
        #    _download(args.data_dir)
        flat = False if len(data_shape) == 3 else True

        train = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
            path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, train_dataset),
            mean_img = args.data_dir + "trainMIFN_mean.nd",
            data_shape = data_shape,
            batch_size = batch_size,
            rand_crop = True,
            rand_mirror = True,
            num_parts = kv.num_workers,
            part_index = kv.rank)

The section of the script shown above are indicating how the iterator is used and how the parameters passed as arguments are bound to the inner functions of the iterator. Furthermore it is also visible how the data shape is being set in the bottom of script, while the "fit" method from the underlying "train_model" script is invoked. This essential script is responsible for additional parameters for the CNN and also how the network weights are initialized. I will not go to much into depth with this script as I have not been configuring anything of influence in it. I have included the script in the Appendix to complete the details about the network, which I will shortly describe the architecture of. Below I show a brief snippet of the script for the sake of saving the user time looking in the Appendix and the whole script.

model = mx.model.FeedForward(
    ctx = devs,
    symbol = network,
    num_epoch = args.num_epochs,
    learning_rate = args.lr,
    momentum = 0.9,
    wd = 0.00001,
    initializer = mx.init.Xavier(factor_type="in", magnitude=2.34),
    **model_args)

model.fit(
    X = train,
    eval_data = val,
4.2 The Network Architecture

In this section I will describe in details how the different networks used in my thesis are structured, beginning with what I call my fundamental network. The fundamental CNN is based on ideas inspired by the research in the field and Schlüter et al. among others, with three different variants of it. These variants are including new and old techniques I have discussed in earlier chapters of this report.

One essential element worth mentioning again is the low-level feature representation used in this work. It is based on 80x8 pixel MLS of the normalized audio files as mentioned in 4.1.1.

Figure 4.3: Illustration showing the fundamental CNN architecture created in the Python script.

4.2.1 Fundamental CNN Variant

After numerous initial experiments of different settings and review loads of research I have chosen to use the following setup for my architecture. I have described in the previous design chapter, what have influenced me in making the design and implementation decisions.

The fundamental variant of architecture consist of 3 hidden layers and two fully-connected layers. The first input layer is 16 filters of 2x4 convolutional kernels using tanh activation functions for the weights, followed by a max-pooling layer of 3x1 and stride 1x1 using 'max' method in the pooling. The second layer is constructed of 32 filters of 3x3 kernels using tanh, followed by max-pooling of 3x1 and stride 1x1. The third and final convolutional layer is 64 filter of 3x3 using tanh and max-pooling of 3x1 and stride 1x1.
The first fully-connected layer consist of a flattening technique, 256 hidden layer units and activations functions of tanh. Last fully-connected layer has 3 output units, corresponding to the three classes using a Softmax classifier for the output.

4.2.2 Network Variants

I have created three different networks using the techniques described earlier. The methods are widely used in the literature and authors have different suggested results from the use of them. Now I have the chance to do my own testing on these variants.

- Based on the earlier research I have placed the dropout technique in the end of the first fully-connected layer, before the final fully-connected layer where output units calculated by a Softmax classifier.
- The batch normalization version of the network will have the technique contained in all convolutional layers before the activations functions are calculated.
- Dropout and batch normalization combined together in the fundamental network structure.

The script for fundamental network and the listed variations can be found in the Appendix.

As a secondary mean for testing scenarios of the implementations, I have also created the networks using ReLU and sigmoid activation functions. For these I have changed the tanh function with ReLU in the three convolutional layers, while changing the first fully-connected activation function to sigmoid and maintaining the Softmax classifier for the output.

Now I will proceed to evaluation part of my report containing testing and evaluation.
Part III

Evaluation
Chapter 5

Testing

In this chapter I will go through the tests and experiments made during this thesis period. I will describe how the initial testing have been conducted with my CNNs and my percussive dataset. Moreover the results of experiments related to determining training and validation accuracies will be presented. The training have been processed on the AAU server, where locally installed CPUs are used to utilize high-performance hardware with the benefit of decreasing computation time.

- The validation accuracy estimates the performance of classification. The cost function used for validation accuracy measures how well the neural network algorithm fit the training data.

I will not focus on describing the initial testing of networks in relation to Cifar-10 and ImageNet dataset because these utilize the "Inception" network, which train over a long time span. For the dataset I am using in this thesis, the networks are simply too extensive and advanced. So as I have mentioned earlier, the deeper and the wider a network, the better it will perform is not true for my dataset. Basically only the deeper network have shown good results compared to the setup in [1] as I will show shortly and discuss in a later chapter. The width (i.e. numbers of filter for each layer) can decrease the performance.

5.1 Initial Testing

This section will cover the initial testing of different sound representation, the input data should selected according to the best performance using the fundamental network. The representation indicating the best results over 300 epochs will be used for further tests in my thesis. The following subsection will present the results from these experiments and figures as selection approach.

5.1.1 Initial experiment quantile MLS vs normalized MLS

In this initial experiment I want to test whether the quantile technique used in the preprocessing step has an effect on the validation accuracy, compared to the normalized MLS representation.
And secondly if there is a difference, if the activation functions in the fundamental network are changed from consistently using tanh throughout the net. Then to ReLU in the convolutional layers and sigmoid in the first fully-connected layer as the variations in the previous chapter was suggested to be composed of.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy %</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Learning rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q-MLS</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-MLS</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Table showing epoch number and accuracies in percentage of training and validation data using tanh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy %</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Learning rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q-MLS (ReLU+sigmoid)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-MLS (ReLU+sigmoid)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Table showing epoch number and accuracies in percentage of training and validation data using ReLU and sigmoid functions.

The conclusion from this initial experiment ends with choosing the normalized MLS image representation of the sound files. This preprocessing technique was described in the implementation chapter 4.1.1.

5.2 CNN Testing

In this section I will describe how the testing of the different networks have been conducted. I will start by presenting the common parameters such as number of epochs, representation shape and the dataset.

- The experiments have been stopped after 300 epochs (i.e. starting from 0) and I will the last epoch’s validation accuracy from the experiment.
- Dataset using 1-channel ranged from 0-255 and image shape of 80x8.

The table below contains details about dataset used for my thesis. The testing results will be based on this ratio between training and validation set.
Proceeding to the actual testing scenarios I will introduce the performed experiment and the results hereof.

5.2.1 Testing Different Learning Rate on CNN with N-MLS

In this experiment I want to test whether of the CNN performs best in validation accuracy, using a static learning rate for each group of experiment iterations and tanh activation functions throughout the networks. The third column in the table will indicate the learning rate used for network training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CNN:</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Learning rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental + Dropout</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental + BN</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental + Dropout</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental + BN</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Table showing epoch number and accuracies in percentage of training and validation data.

The network scoring highest in validation accuracy is the fundamental network with BN applied. This is the case in both iterations using this network regardless of the learning rate.

Next I will go into details with a new experiments using a similar approach for iterations.

5.2.2 Testing Different Learning Rates on CNN with N-MLS implementing ReLU and Sigmoid

In this experiment I want to test whether of the CNN performs best in validation accuracy. Again with different but static learning rates. Furthermore the networks architecture is modified to have ReLU and sigmoid activation function implemented.
Table 5.5: Table showing epoch number and accuracies in percentage of training and validation data.

It is clear from the metrics of validation accuracy in the table above that fundamental net with BN outperforms other network variants. With a learning rate of 0.05 the fundamental net with BN performs extremely well. The accuracy is 14% higher than the next best net structure, being the fundamental net.

Finally, a last experiment have been conducted in order to investigate how the dropout and BN would perform together in the fundamental network. The learning rate chosen for this scenario is based on the higher average from earlier experiments using ReLU and sigmoid activations.

5.2.3 Fundamental CNN with Batch Normalization and Dropout on Normalized MLS

In this experiment I want to test whether the BN and dropout together has an effect on the fundamental CNN and improves the validation accuracy beyond what the fundamental with BN results in.

Table 5.6: Table showing epoch number and accuracies in percentage of training and validation data.

The validation accuracy from this experiment is 97%.

In the next chapter I will evaluate on these results and compare the different experiments, including the variation of networks.
Chapter 6

Evaluating the Results

In this chapter the results presented in the previous chapter will be evaluated. I will evaluate based on validation accuracy as metric. I will treat the validation accuracy as the estimated probability that my network will be able to predict the correct class label. I will also look into how the results compares to other contributions to the field of CNN for instrument classification.

6.1 Test Evaluation

In this section I will discuss the results from the previous chapter and observations made during the experimentation. Furthermore I will go into what parameters presented in the analysis chapter which might have influenced the results. A more elaborate discussion of the parameters for the CNN can be read in the next chapter.

- Learning rate
- Activation Functions
- Batch Size
- Kernel Sizes
- Amount of Filters
- Batch Normalization
- Dropout
- Image Representation
- Network Depth and Width

The parameters mentioned in bullets above are all items that can affect the performance of the network. In the design chapter I have already starting picking out the parameters found reasonable to use in the implementation of my network. I will elaborate on all these parameters
in the discussion chapter following this evaluation of the test results. While in this chapter I will focus mainly of learning rate, activation functions, dropout and batch normalization, since they were the primary parameters and conditions to test.

6.1.1 Fundamental Network

The first network I call my fundamental network have been scoring at a validation accuracy of 95 % in the experiment using tanh functions regardless of the learning rate used. When considering the amount of epochs used (i.e. 300) it can be interpreted as an indication that the network have reached the upper accuracy limit for the net. Meaning that the low learning rate of 0.005 manages to converge at the local minimum the same as learning rate of 0.05 after many epochs. Now, if the final epoch with learning rate of 0.005 did not achieve the same accuracy as with 0.05, I might have suspected that the lower learning rate was slower to converge and hereby also should use more computational time in order for the gradient descent to converge for the cost function.

The next experiment involving the fundamental structure was based on a different computation for the weights of net. The activation functions was changed and using the higher learning rate of 0.05 the network performed 2nd best of the three nets compared. The low validation accuracy could indicate that the gradient descent was overfitting and had trouble converging at the local minimum. Another case would simply be that the algorithm had to use more epochs for reaching a higher accuracy score, which I consider less likely to ever happen when looking at metrics for a lower learning rate. Using a lower learning rate the network achieved even better at 0.95, making me wonder why the activation functions of ReLU and sigmoid may have caused the higher learning rate to overfit due to calculated weights that were not improving accuracy over time.

6.1.2 Dropout Network

Returning to the first experiment using tanh activations in the network while having dropout applied I have found a higher accuracy for the network with learning rate of 0.05 (i.e. 96 %). The case of overfitting might have been reduced slightly in this network, when looking at the fundamental network and thus improved the algorithm using dropout. The reason for the lower accuracy in the experiment with low learning could indicate that the algorithm in this case would benefit from more epochs to train. On the contrary the results can also be a coincidence and simply an expression of insignificant difference between the two different learning rates for the network.

Continuing to the next experiment with changed activation functions a similar reduction can be seen for the dropout network using a high learning rate. The network perform least good and scores a accuracy of 74 %, which is quite a big difference compared to the experiment described before. In this case the activation functions might have calculated the weights for the gradient descent in the units hidden layers less optimal and when the dropout techniques also randomly removes results from the layers to the next units. This can cause the algorithms to seem extraordinary bad. Using a lower learning rate, the network performs better despite the activation
functions applied, giving an indication that the algorithm was calculating wrong weights for the network using the high learning rate. Lastly, a solution could also be to use more epochs than the 300 used and hope for a higher accuracy with high learning rate. I consider this as a very doubtful solution because the network using a lower learning rate have seemed to score high. More likely the high learning causes the activation functions to calculate weights wrongly for the gradient descent and overfits.

6.1.3 Batch Normalization Network

Evaluating the final network included in the iterations of experiments indicates improvement of the algorithm variations. The network with BN scored the highest validation accuracy in all experimental variations, 97% in both with high and low learning rate with tanh activations. The results seem to agree with the advantages of BN mentioned in [5] and section 2.5 of my thesis. Applying BN diminishes the need for selecting a learning rate that is high or low in order to achieve good performance for the CNN.

The next iteration of experiments using ReLU and sigmoid indicates the same superior performance by the network. Though it might seem hard to evaluate why the results are so different in the high learning rate condition compared to the other network variants. One suggested explanation is that the BN net is not affected by the disadvantage of having hidden layers randomly removed during convergence of the gradient descent. Additionally, as the network appears to be independent of high or low learning rate, the network can even perform better using these activations than with tanh. Consequently this could suggest, that the activations are not calculating weights that are wrong during training. With lower learning rate the network performs equally well as in other settings and this suggest that the network have converged at the local minimum in every iteration and condition. Optionally more epochs could be used in order to look for better performance. The validation accuracy was observed to be increased steadily and most likely it can achieve a higher accuracy if using more epoch for testing the algorithm.

As I have discussed previously in section 2.5 the technique is based on decreasing the covariate shift when training a deep neural net. Since the network here used in the previous test settings is not very deep and/or wide, the covariate shift might not be a problem as such.

6.1.4 Combined Dropout and Batch Normalization

The last experiment for my thesis is looking for further improvement in the fundamental network, specifically using both dropout and BN to achieve higher accuracy than any of the existing variants. The results was an accuracy of 97% resembling the accuracy of the fundamental network with BN. From this perspective there simply is not indication that dropout and BN together would improve the fundamental network more than BN could do on its own.
6.2 Subconclusion

The fundamental network did not perform different when having high and low learning rate. The network did decrease in accuracy though when the activation function was changed to ReLU and sigmoid, while maintaining a high learning rate. The network with dropout performed better or equal to the fundamental network in the experiments with tanh activations, using high and low learning rate respectively. With changed activations the dropout network decreased a lot compared to other networks with the same high learning rate. When changing the learning rate to low, the network returned to competitive high validation accuracy. BN appeared to perform better than other networks in these experiments, not dependent of learning rate nor activation functions. Finally the fundamental network combined with dropout and BN together, performed the same as a network with BN alone when using a low learning rate. I will argue that the network tested and evaluated here are competitive to some extent (see figure 2.2 and section 1.1.1 for previous results) with recent research in both onset detection, image-recognition tasks and instrument classification. Only in some situations the network fails and score low in validation accuracies.
Part IV

Finalization
Chapter 7

Discussion

In order to discuss the content and new insights of my project somewhat systematically I will divide this chapter into sections, where I can elaborate on the network parameters and general issues I have found interesting from my thesis. There are many aspects of the report that could get more attention and be discussed to a large extent. I have asserted most of my work and selected what I find most urgent.

The contribution of this report relies on I have chosen to present results from the experiments of my work and my findings, despite other promising results are shown by [4], since they use a different input approach for the network. When using two different inputs (MRP, MLS), the time used for preprocessing will surely increase compared to using one input and it can be more prone to human or computational errors. In the study made in [20] the authors test their CNN implementation with raw audio data. The accuracy results from their best performing models are not impressive compared to other results in the field. Furthermore the authors suggested to investigate further the inner workings of the CNN filter weights and transformations caused by the network. In my project I have used a fundamental sound representation in form of the MLS. The parameters of the spectrogram have only been enhanced by MFCC filter weights and normalized in amplitude but otherwise it is simple and easy to use in a CNN. The CNN have lots of parameters already that can influence the performance of the algorithm, so in my opinion it is crucial to limit the amount of input features. My findings show that the simple input (only MLS using one input channel) can produce competitive results. And especially different network architecture and techniques for improving the performance by changing the internal structure have been of interest to me. The previously mentioned research [4][20] have show their results on a given model with parameters, without showing results from experimenting with different internal settings for learning rates, activations functions and recent new advances such as batch normalization. Additionally how well a CNN will adapt to mixture of acoustic and digital recordings in a long-time gathered database.
7.1 Network Parameters

From the research I have done in the beginning of this project I learned about a lot of different techniques and ways to alter the neural networks. This being preprocessing of input features for the network, different mathematical functions for calculating weights between layers in the network to suggested methods developed for dataset of millions of image and classification hereof. The first parameter for my CNN that I want to discuss is learning rate.

7.1.1 Learning Rate

From the experiments described in this report, it is obvious that parameters has influenced on how well the weights of the gradient descent will be updated during training. Especially for a high learning rate, the network had difficulties with convergence when using ReLU and sigmoid functions.

The learning rate has in this project been varied in a factor of 10. It is not easy to predict whether a network will perform better or worse if learning rate is the only parameter being changed. The performance affected learning rate will certainly depend on activation functions used as seen in the testing, network depth and batch size.

7.1.2 Activation Functions

The mathematical function used in forward propagation (and backpropagation) of CNN for calculating the weights for the units in the hidden layers have shown to have little influence on the results in my thesis and the experiments. Only in combination with a too high learning rate the network have been affected. The network using dropout and high learning rate scored extremely bad in one iteration of the test, suggesting that the activation functions output for the filters are closely related and does not benefit from losing weights connecting the layers.

7.1.3 Batch Size

The batch size have several implications, if it is too small the network will not train very well. If the batch size is small, it has been useful to have a higher learning rate than 0.05 approaching 0.5. The research in the field expose batch sizes from 16-256 and I found that 256 is appropriate for the type of gradient descent used in this thesis. The batch size will depend on whether applying SGD and MBGD, nowadays many networks use a MBGD like approach, since it is faster than traditional GD. It my situation the networks using BN have been affected positively by normalized the input to each layer by having zero mean and unit variance for each mini-batch. Contradicting was I have earlier suggested in section 4.1.1; zero mean and unit not having influence on the MLS representation of the audio. The results from testing indicate that the BN, which implies zero mean and unit does have a positive effect on the validation accuracies.

7.1.4 Number of Filters

The number of filters in every layer have shown to affect the performance, if too many filter are used, computational cost will increase and it is not a guarantee performance metrics will increase.
together with the amount of filters. It is also well-known that many modern convolutional network
\[13, 7, 11, 6\] like the ones used in on ImageNet datasets are training over several weeks and using
multiple GPUs for the task.

7.1.5 Depth of Network
Quite frequently the related literature present networks as improving when the size of the network
is big. From the research made here, it can have some truth to the matter. As Lecun et al. used
two convolutional layer for their database of 60000 images and 10 outputs, I have increased my
network with one additional layer and still achieved high accuracy scores. On the contrary I have
mentioned in the previous section that applying too many feature maps or filter to each layer,
will not benefit the algorithms performance in terms of validation accuracy. The width of the
network cannot be expanded without loss in validation accuracies and the reason for that could
be answered by comparing it to having a high learning rate. The gradient descent will overshoot
and not converge at any optimal minimum.

7.1.6 Filter Kernels
The dimensions of the filter kernel are hard to determine but there should be coherence between
input image representation and the sizes of convolutional kernel and max-pooling kernel. Various
problem have occured in my implementations if the stride was higher that 1x1 and caused
mismatch between image shape and the kernel sizes chosen. In early experiments using smaller
kernels than the ones presented for the first convolutional layers, the batch normalization training
progress appeared unstable and the validation accuracies varied widely from one epoch to the
next. Suddenly during the training, the accuracy for one epoch is 0.84 and then it drop to 0.56
and then back to 0.83.

It is evident that the kernel dimensions are important for the training to progress smoothly
and not affect overshooting.

7.2 Network Variants
In this final section before the conclusion I want to reflect on the concepts I have used in the
experiments for the variants. Not the internal parameters and architecture as such, rather the new
method in the field that I have been experimenting with.

7.2.1 Dropout
Depending on the learning rate parameter and activation function combination, the dropout
techniques will enhance the performance of a network. Its not always beneficial to randomly
drop 50 % of the units in the hidden layers, it will surely keep a acceptable training speed of
the network. As consequence the gradient descent will not be provided with the optimal filters
weights when updating the kernels for convolution.
7.2.2 Batch Normalization

Increases the computation time for a network with double of the time for dropout networks or network using neither dropout og BN, which might be the only negative issue to focus on of this approach. BN appears to be independent of learning rate and the validation accuracy is high in all conditions of experiments done. This scores the highest accuracy and ensures that the learning rate will not affect the convergence with respect to the gradient descent and filter weights.

7.2.3 Observations

The data used from the database contain both digital and acoustic recordings. This can influence the performance of the algorithms, since the waveforms of sounds in digital and acoustic format are very different.

During training of different networks in the initial phase, before deciding the fundamental network architecture. I have observed some cases where the validation accuracy was high, while the training error was much lower. I perceived this as a sign of overfitting or underfitting, meaning that my algorithm was suffering from high variance. Then I started implementing different types of normalization to the amplitude of my training examples and the two accuracy metrics started aligning much better.

Including the mean image in the iterator improves learning tremendously. Before applying the mean image the algorithms will not perform well and score approximately at random accuracy of predicting the correct labels for the classes.

Stopping training after 300 epochs for each experiment variant due to time constraints. In some network variants (e.g. fundamental with BN and the fundamental with dropout and BN) the validation accuracies could increase from their current scores.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

As a final conclusion to my thesis I will present a short review of important aspects. Starting with research in field where I found useful information about neural networks and CNNs in general. This provided a fine impression to how the networks are combined of different math algorithms for forward propagation, backpropagation and calculating weights. I defined my classification problem as involving percussive sounds and an objective of multi-class output. Among the requirements for creating a network, I realized that normalization was a crucial part of final representation output for the input unit in the CNN. The learning rate was also and important parameter to be aware of, depending on which other architectural elements was otherwise used. Here I think of activation functions that showed to be influenced by the learning rate in experiments.

I suggested an overall design for an application utilizing the backend programming I have developed in Python and chose initial settings for the training process. The important part of the application is the possibility to predict the correct labels for each percussive sound comprising the dataset. I have been using bass, snare and high-hat as my percussive instruments. The used metric for measuring how well these labels were predicted later showed acceptable results.

The implementation consisted of several steps, for the preprocessing of the dataset, labeling, MFCC calculation, normalization of MLS and separation of dataset into training and validation sets, among others. Next, I created the iterator for the network and the network itself from three convolutional layers with max-pooling. I used to fully-connected layers and a Softmax classifier for the output. I wanted to have different variants for the fundamental network to test for different results, after numerous initial test with trial and error. This ended in creating several networks, one with dropout, one with BN and one with a combination of the dropout and BN. I also looked into how high and low learning rate would influence the results of the variants. To extent the testing, I also changed activation functions during the test iterations. The variants performed very similar during experiments.

Only the network with BN proved to perform well, regardless of the changes to the learning rate or activations. The combination of ReLU, sigmoid and high learning rate (i.e. 0.05) really surprised for fundamental network with BN and performed at 98 % in validation accuracy.

I have discussed many of the parameters and concepts used in testing of my networks from initial tests to final experiments. I have done this in somewhat systematic fashion in order to
assure transparency for improvements and drawbacks of my approach to changing my CNNs.
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Part V

Appendix
Appendix A

The Prediction Script

The following appendix shows the full prediction file in Python. The script is using in the application to determine what class a sound belongs to.

```python
import sys, os
curr_path = os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(os.path.expanduser(__file__)))
sys.path.append("../../../amalgamation/python/")
sys.path.append("../../../python/")

from mxnet_predict import Predictor, load_ndarray_file
import mxnet as mx
import logging
import numpy as np
from skimage import io, transform

# Load the pre-trained model

symbol_file = "//users/STUDENT/ngajhe10/model_inception-BN/mnistThesisFNBNDs-0-0001.params"
param_file = "//users/STUDENT/ngajhe10/model_inception-BN/ImnistThesisFNBNDs-0-symbol.json"
predictor = Predictor(open(symbol_file).read(),
                      open(param_file).read(),
                      {'data':(1,3,224,224)})

mean_img = load_ndarray_file(open("/users/STUDENT/ngajhe10/model_inception-BN/mean_224.nd").read())["mean"]

synset = [l.strip() for l in 
          open('/users/STUDENT/ngajhe10/model_inception-BN/synset.txt').readlines()]

def PreprocessImage(path, show_img=False):
    # load image
    img = io.imread(path)
    print("Original Image Shape: ", img.shape)
    ...
# we crop image from center
short_egde = min(img.shape[:2])
yy = int((img.shape[0] - short_egde) / 2)
xx = int((img.shape[1] - short_egde) / 2)
crop_img = img[yy : yy + short_egde, xx : xx + short_egde]
# resize to 224, 224
resized_img = transform.resize(crop_img, (224, 224))
if show_img:
    io.imshow(resized_img)
# convert to numpy.ndarray
sample = np.asarray(resized_img) * 255
# swap axes to make image from (224, 224, 3) to (3, 224, 224)
sample = np.swapaxes(sample, 0, 2)
sample = np.swapaxes(sample, 1, 2)

# sub mean
normed_img = sample - mean_img
normed_img.resize(1, 3, 224, 224)
return normed_img

# Get preprocessed batch (single image batch)
batch = PreprocessImage('./download.jpg', True)
#batch = './drumB.jpg'
predictor.forward(data=batch)
prob = predictor.get_output(0)[0]

pred = np.argsort(prob)[::-1]
# Get top1 label
top1 = synset[pred[0]]
print("Top1: ", top1)
# Get top5 label
top3 = [synset[pred[i]] for i in range(3)]
print("Top3: ", top3)
Appendix B

The Network Script with Fundamental Structure

The following appendix shows the full network file for my architecture (Variant no. 1) in Python. The script is using in the application to train the classifier and for comparison.

```python
import find_mxnet
import mxnet as mx
import argparse
import os, sys
import train_model2

def get_lenet():
    data = mx.symbol.Variable('data')
    # first conv
    conv1 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=data, kernel=(2,4), num_filter=16)
    tanh1 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=conv1, act_type="tanh")
    pool1 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh1, pool_type="max",
                              kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # second conv
    conv2 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=pool1, kernel=(3,3), num_filter=32)
    tanh2 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=conv2, act_type="tanh")
    pool2 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh2, pool_type="max",
                              kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # third conv
    conv3 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=pool2, kernel=(3,3), num_filter=64)
    tanh3 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=conv3, act_type="tanh")
    pool3 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh3, pool_type="max",
                              kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # first fullc
    flatten = mx.symbol.Flatten(data=pool3)
    fc1 = mx.symbol.FullyConnected(data=flatten, num_hidden=256)
    tanh3 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=fc1, act_type="tanh")
    # second fullc
```

fc2 = mx.symbol.FullyConnected(data=tanh3, num_hidden=3)

# loss
lenet = mx.symbol.SoftmaxOutput(data=fc2, name='softmax')
return lenet

train_dataset = 'exp4NTr0.rec'
val_dataset = 'exp4NEval0.rec'
batch_size = 256

# shape = 256

def get_iterator(data_shape):
    def get_iterator_impl(args, kv):
        data_dir = args.data_dir
        #if '://' not in args.data_dir:
        # _download(args.data_dir)
        flat = False if len(data_shape) == 3 else True

        train = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
            path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, train_dataset),
            mean_img = args.data_dir + "trainMIFN_mean.nd",
            data_shape = data_shape,
            batch_size = batch_size,
            rand_crop = True,
            rand_mirror = True,
            num_parts = kv.num_workers,
            part_index = kv.rank)

        val = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
            path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, val_dataset),
            mean_img = args.data_dir + "valMIFN_mean.nd",
            rand_crop = False,
            rand_mirror = False,
            data_shape = data_shape,
            batch_size = batch_size,
            num_parts = kv.num_workers,
            part_index = kv.rank)

        return (train, val)

    return get_iterator_impl

def parse_args():
    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='train an image classifier on mnist')
    parser.add_argument('--network', type=str, default='mlp',
        choices = ['mlp', 'lenet'],
        help = 'the cnn to use')
    parser.add_argument('--data-dir', type=str, default='mnist/',
        help = 'dataset directory')
    return parser.parse_args()
parser.add_argument('--gpus', type=str, help='the gpus will be used, e.g "0,1,2,3"')
parser.add_argument('--num-examples', type=int, default=60000, help='the number of training examples')
parser.add_argument('--batch-size', type=int, default=128, help='the batch size')
parser.add_argument('--lr', type=float, default=0.005, help='the initial learning rate')
parser.add_argument('--model-prefix', type=str, help='the prefix of the model to load/save')
parser.add_argument('--num-epochs', type=int, default=10, help='the number of training epochs')
parser.add_argument('--load-epoch', type=int, help='load the model on an epoch using the model-prefix')
parser.add_argument('--kv-store', type=str, default='local', help='the kvstore type')
parser.add_argument('--lr-factor', type=float, default=1, help='times the lr with a factor for every lr-factor-epoch epoch')
parser.add_argument('--lr-factor-epoch', type=float, default=1, help='the number of epoch to factor the lr, could be .5')
return parser.parse_args()

if __name__ == '__main__':
    args = parse_args()

    if args.network == 'mlp':
        data_shape = (784, )
        net = get_mlp()
    else:
        data_shape = (1, 80, 8)
        net = get_lenet()

    # train
    train_model2.fit(args, net, get_iterator(data_shape))
Appendix C

The Network Script with Dropout

The following appendix shows the full network file for my architecture (Variant no. 2) in Python. The script is using in the application to train the classifier and compare to other network results.

```python
import find_mxnet
import mxnet as mx
import argparse
import os, sys
import train_model2

def get_lenet():

    data = mx.symbol.Variable('data')
    # first conv
    conv1 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=data, kernel=(2,4), num_filter=16)
    tanh1 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=conv1, act_type="relu")
    pool1 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh1, pool_type="max",
                               kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # second conv
    conv2 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=pool1, kernel=(3,3), num_filter=32)
    tanh2 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=conv2, act_type="relu")
    pool2 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh2, pool_type="max",
                               kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # third conv
    conv3 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=pool2, kernel=(3,3), num_filter=64)
    tanh3 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=conv3, act_type="relu")
    pool3 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh3, pool_type="max",
                               kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # first fullc
    flatten = mx.symbol.Flatten(data=pool3)
    fc1 = mx.symbol.FullyConnected(data=flatten, num_hidden=256)
    tanh3 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=fc1, act_type="sigmoid")
    dropout2 = mx.symbol.Dropout(data=tanh3, p=0.5)
    # second fullc
```
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fc2 = mx.symbol.FullyConnected(data=dropout2, num_hidden=3)

# loss
lenet = mx.symbol.SoftmaxOutput(data=fc2, name='softmax')
return lenet

train_dataset = 'exp4NTr0.rec'
val_dataset = 'exp4NEval0.rec'
batch_size = 256

# shape = 256

def get_iterator(data_shape):
    def get_iterator_impl(args, kv):
        data_dir = args.data_dir
        # if '://' not in args.data_dir:
        #    _download(args.data_dir)
        flat = False if len(data_shape) == 3 else True
        train = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
            path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, train_dataset),
            mean_img = args.data_dir + "trainMID_mean.nd",
            data_shape = data_shape,
            batch_size = batch_size,
            rand_crop = True,
            rand_mirror = True,
            num_parts = kv.num_workers,
            part_index = kv.rank)
        val = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
            path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, val_dataset),
            mean_img = args.data_dir + "valMID_mean.nd",
            rand_crop = False,
            rand_mirror = False,
            data_shape = data_shape,
            batch_size = batch_size,
            num_parts = kv.num_workers,
            part_index = kv.rank)

        return (train, val)
    return get_iterator_impl

def parse_args():
    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='train an image classifier on
mnist')
    parser.add_argument('--network', type=str, default='mlp',
                        choices = ['mlp', 'lenet'],
                        help = 'the cnn to use')
    parser.add_argument('--data-dir', type=str, default='mnist/,

...
parser.add_argument('--gpus', type=str, help='the gpus will be used, e.g "0,1,2,3"')
parser.add_argument('--num-examples', type=int, default=60000, help='the number of training examples')
parser.add_argument('--batch-size', type=int, default=128, help='the batch size')
parser.add_argument('--lr', type=float, default=0.005, help='the initial learning rate')
parser.add_argument('--model-prefix', type=str, help='the prefix of the model to load/save')
parser.add_argument('--num-epochs', type=int, default=10, help='the number of training epochs')
parser.add_argument('--load-epoch', type=int, help='load the model on an epoch using the model-prefix')
parser.add_argument('--kv-store', type=str, default='local', help='the kvstore type')
parser.add_argument('--lr-factor', type=float, default=1, help='times the lr with a factor for every lr-factor-epoch')
parser.add_argument('--lr-factor-epoch', type=float, default=1, help='the number of epoch to factor the lr, could be .5')
return parser.parse_args()

if __name__ == '__main__':
    args = parse_args()

    if args.network == 'mlp':
        data_shape = (784, )
        net = get_mlp()
    else:
        data_shape = (1, 80, 8)
        net = get_lenet()

    # train
    train_model2.fit(args, net, get_iterator(data_shape))
Appendix D

The Network Script with Batch Normalization in All Convolutional Layers

The following appendix shows the full network file for my architecture (Variant no. 4) in Python. The script is used in the application to train the classifier and compare to other network validation accuracies.

```python
import find_mxnet
import mxnet as mx
import argparse
import os, sys
import train_model2

def get_lenet():
    name=None
    suffix=''
    data = mx.symbol.Variable('data')
    # first conv
    conv1 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=data, kernel=(2,4), num_filter=16)
    bn = mx.sym.BatchNorm(data=conv1, name='%s%s_batchnorm' %(name, suffix),
                          fix_gamma=True)
    tanh1 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=bn, act_type="relu")
    pool1 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh1, pool_type="max",
                               kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # second conv
    conv2 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=pool1, kernel=(3,3), num_filter=32)
    bn2 = mx.sym.BatchNorm(data=conv2, name='%s%s_batchnorm2' %(name, suffix),
                           fix_gamma=True)
    tanh2 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=bn2, act_type="relu")
    pool2 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh2, pool_type="max",
                               kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # third conv
```
conv3 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=pool2, kernel=(3,3), num_filter=64)
bn3 = mx.sym.BatchNorm(data=conv3, name='%s%s_batchnorm3' % (name, suffix), fix_gamma=True)
tanh3 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=bn3, act_type="relu")
pool3 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh3, pool_type="max", kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))

# first fullc
flatten = mx.symbol.Flatten(data=pool3)
fc1 = mx.symbol.FullyConnected(data=flatten, num_hidden=256)
tanh3 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=fc1, act_type="sigmoid")

# second fullc
fc2 = mx.symbol.FullyConnected(data=tanh3, num_hidden=3)

# loss
lenet = mx.symbol.SoftmaxOutput(data=fc2, name='softmax')
return lenet

train_dataset = 'exp4NTr0.rec'
val_dataset = 'exp4NEval0.rec'
batch_size = 256

#shape = 256

def get_iterator(data_shape):
    def get_iterator_impl(args, kv):
        data_dir = args.data_dir
        #if '://' not in args.data_dir:
        #    _download(args.data_dir)
        flat = False if len(data_shape) == 3 else True
        train = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
            path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, train_dataset),
            mean_img = args.data_dir + "trainMIB_mean.nd",
            data_shape = data_shape,
            batch_size = batch_size,
            rand_crop = True,
            rand_mirror = True,
            num_parts = kv.num_workers,
            part_index = kv.rank)

        val = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
            path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, val_dataset),
            mean_img = args.data_dir + "valMIB_mean.nd",
            rand_crop = False,
            rand_mirror = False,
            data_shape = data_shape,
            batch_size = batch_size,
            num_parts = kv.num_workers,
            part_index = kv.rank)

        return train, val

train = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
    path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, train_dataset),
    mean_img = args.data_dir + "trainMIB_mean.nd",
    data_shape = data_shape,
    batch_size = batch_size,
    rand_crop = True,
    rand_mirror = True,
    num_parts = kv.num_workers,
    part_index = kv.rank)

val = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
    path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, val_dataset),
    mean_img = args.data_dir + "valMIB_mean.nd",
    rand_crop = False,
    rand_mirror = False,
    data_shape = data_shape,
    batch_size = batch_size,
    num_parts = kv.num_workers,
    part_index = kv.rank)
return (train, val)
return get_iterator_impl

def parse_args():
    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='train an image classifier on
    mnist')
    parser.add_argument('--network', type=str, default='mlp',
                        choices=['mlp', 'lenet'],
                        help='the cnn to use')
    parser.add_argument('--data-dir', type=str, default='mnist/',
                        help='the input data directory')
    parser.add_argument('--gpus', type=str,
                        help='the gpus will be used, e.g “0,1,2,3”')
    parser.add_argument('--num-examples', type=int, default=60000,
                        help='the number of training examples')
    parser.add_argument('--batch-size', type=int, default=128,
                        help='the batch size')
    parser.add_argument('--lr', type=float, default=0.005,
                        help='the initial learning rate')
    parser.add_argument('--model-prefix', type=str,
                        help='the prefix of the model to load/save')
    parser.add_argument('--num-epochs', type=int, default=10,
                        help='the number of training epochs')
    parser.add_argument('--load-epoch', type=int,
                        help='load the model on an epoch using the
                        model-prefix')
    parser.add_argument('--kv-store', type=str, default='local',
                        help='the kvstore type')
    parser.add_argument('--lr-factor', type=float, default=1,
                        help='times the lr with a factor for every
                        lr-factor-epoch')
    parser.add_argument('--lr-factor-epoch', type=float, default=1,
                        help='the number of epoch to factor the lr, could be .5')
    return parser.parse_args()

if __name__ == '__main__':
    args = parse_args()

    if args.network == 'mlp':
        data_shape = (784, )
        net = get_mlp()
    else:
        data_shape = (1, 80, 8)
        net = get_lenet()
train_model2.fit(args, net, get_iterator(data_shape))
Appendix E

The Network Script Combining Dropout and Batch Normalization

The following appendix shows the full network file for my architecture combining dropout and CN in Python. The script is used to compare the validation accuracy to similar networks.

```python
import find_mxnet
import mxnet as mx
import argparse
import os, sys
import train_model2

def get_lenet():
    name=None
    suffix=''
    data = mx.symbol.Variable('data')
    # first conv
    conv1 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=data, kernel=(2,4), num_filter=16)
    bn = mx.sym.BatchNorm(data=conv1, name='%s%s_batchnorm' %(name, suffix),
        fix_gamma=True)
    tanh1 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=bn, act_type="relu")
    pool1 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh1, pool_type="max",
        kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # second conv
    conv2 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=pool1, kernel=(3,3), num_filter=32)
    bn2 = mx.sym.BatchNorm(data=conv2, name='%s%s_batchnorm2' %(name, suffix),
        fix_gamma=True)
    tanh2 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=bn2, act_type="relu")
    pool2 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh2, pool_type="max",
        kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))
    # third conv
    conv3 = mx.symbol.Convolution(data=pool2, kernel=(3,3), num_filter=64)
    bn3 = mx.sym.BatchNorm(data=conv3, name='%s%s_batchnorm3' %(name, suffix),
        fix_gamma=True)
    tanh3 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=bn3, act_type="relu")
```
pool3 = mx.symbol.Pooling(data=tanh3, pool_type="max",
    kernel=(3,1), stride=(1,1))

# first fullc
flatten = mx.symbol.Flatten(data=pool3)
fc1 = mx.symbol.FullyConnected(data=flatten, num_hidden=256)
tanh3 = mx.symbol.Activation(data=fc1, act_type="sigmoid")
dropout2 = mx.symbol.Dropout(data=tanh3, p=0.5)

# second fullc
fc2 = mx.symbol.FullyConnected(data=dropout2, num_hidden=3)

# loss
lenet = mx.symbol.SoftmaxOutput(data=fc2, name='softmax')
return lenet

train_dataset = 'exp4NTr0.rec'
val_dataset = 'exp4NEval0.rec'
batch_size = 256
shape = 256

def get_iterator(data_shape):
    def get_iterator_impl(args, kv):
        data_dir = args.data_dir
        #if '://' not in args.data_dir:
        #    _download(args.data_dir)
        flat = False if len(data_shape) == 3 else True
        train = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
            path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, train_dataset),
            mean_img = args.data_dir + "trainMIBND_mean.nd",
            data_shape = data_shape,
            batch_size = batch_size,
            rand_crop = True,
            rand_mirror = True,
            num_parts = kv.num_workers,
            part_index = kv.rank)
        val = mx.io.ImageRecordIter(
            path_imgrec = os.path.join(args.data_dir, val_dataset),
            mean_img = args.data_dir + "valMIBND_mean.nd",
            rand_crop = False,
            rand_mirror = False,
            data_shape = data_shape,
            batch_size = batch_size,
            num_parts = kv.num_workers,
            part_index = kv.rank)

        return (train, val)
    return get_iterator_impl
```python
def parse_args():
    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='train an image classifer on
    mnist')
    parser.add_argument('--network', type=str, default='mlp',
        choices = ['mlp', 'lenet'],
        help = 'the cnn to use')
    parser.add_argument('--data-dir', type=str, default='mnist/',
        help='the input data directory')
    parser.add_argument('--gpus', type=str,
        help='the gpus will be used, e.g "0,1,2,3"')
    parser.add_argument('--num-examples', type=int, default=60000,
        help='the number of training examples')
    parser.add_argument('--batch-size', type=int, default=128,
        help='the batch size')
    parser.add_argument('--lr', type=float, default=0.005,
        help='the initial learning rate')
    parser.add_argument('--model-prefix', type=str,
        help='the prefix of the model to load/save')
    parser.add_argument('--num-epochs', type=int, default=10,
        help='the number of training epochs')
    parser.add_argument('--load-epoch', type=int,
        help='load the model on an epoch using the model-prefix')
    parser.add_argument('--kv-store', type=str, default='local',
        help='the kvstore type')
    parser.add_argument('--lr-factor', type=float, default=1,
        help='times the lr with a factor for every lr-factor-epoch
        epoch')
    parser.add_argument('--lr-factor-epoch', type=float, default=1,
        help='the number of epoch to factor the lr, could be .5')
    return parser.parse_args()

if __name__ == '__main__':
    args = parse_args()

if args.network == 'mlp':
    data_shape = (784,)
    net = get_mlp()
else:
    data_shape = (1, 80, 8)
    net = get_lenet()

# train
train_model2.fit(args, net, get_iterator(data_shape))
```

```
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Appendix F

Audio Input Preprocessing

The following appendix shows the preprocessing script created in MATLAB.

clear
% number of columns to be processed
debugMode=1;
noCols=8;
noFreq=80;
frameRate=100;
am=1/6; % amplification factor
splitRatio= 0.8% split rate: portion of training data
quant=256;
lowestFrequency=27.5;
windowSize=512;

exp_name='exp4';
jpg_dir='../../drums/';

data_base_path='../../Nicolai/'
data_subdir={'Bass/', 'Hihat/', 'Snare/'};

anaWinSec=1/frameRate*(noCols+2); % in s
file_len_cum=0;
for d=1:3, %:2,
    file_lst=dir([data_base_path data_subdir{d}]);
    file_len(d)=length(file_lst)-3;
    file_idx=4:file_len(d);
    for i=1:file_len(d),
        [snd,fs]=audioread([data_base_path data_subdir{d} file_lst(i+3).name]);
        anaWinSmp=ceil(anaWinSec*fs);
        snd_fr=snd(1:min(size(snd,1),anaWinSmp));
        amp=am/mean(abs(snd_fr));
[dummy dummy earMag{file_len_cum +i}] = mfcc_thesis(amp*snd_fr, ...
    fs, frameRate, noFreq, lowestFrequency, windowSize);
    lab(file_len_cum+i)=d;
end

file_len_cum=file_len_cum+file_len(d);
end

i=1;
for j=1:
    while i<=length(earMag),
        if isempty(earMag{i}),
            if size(earMag{i},2) < noCols,
                sprintf('%d: col=%d',i, size(earMag{i},2))
            elseif isinf(min(min(earMag{i}))),
                sprintf('%d:-inf',i)
            elseif isinf(max(max(earMag{i}))),
                sprintf('%d:inf',i)
            else
                earMag1(j,:,:)=earMag{i}(:,1:noCols);
                lab1(j)=lab(i);
                j=j+1
            end
        else
            i
        end
    end
end
clear earMag lab
earMag=earMag1;
lab=lab1;
clear earMag1 lab1

%% normalization
% earMags
minMag=min(min(min(earMag)));
maxMag=max(max(max(earMag)));
earMagV=reshape(earMag,[size(earMag,1)*size(earMag,2)*size(earMag,3),1]);
figure; hist(earMagV,100);
q=quantile(earMagV,quant);

%%
sndNo=size(earMag,1);
for i=1:sndNo,
    for j=1:size(earMag,2),

\"\,
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for k=1:size(earMag,3),
    qua=min(find(earMag(i,j,k)<q));
    earMagN(i,j,k)=(earMag(i,j,k)-minMag)/(maxMag-minMag);
    if isempty(qua),
        qua=quant;
    end
    quan(i,j,k)=qua-1;
end
end

jpg_path=[jpg_dir exp_name '/'];
jpgN_path=[jpg_dir exp_name 'N/'];

for i=1:sndNo,
    ima(:,:,)=quan(i,:,:);
    imwrite(ima(:,:,)/quant,sprintf('%sdrum%d.jpg',jpg_path,i))
    imaN(:,:,)=earMagN(i,:,:);
    imwrite(imaN(:,:,),sprintf('%sdrum%d.jpg',jpgN_path,i))
end

if debugMode,
    close all
    figure
    ima(:,:,)=quan(1,:,:);
    imagesc(ima(:,:,));
    figure
    ima1(:,:,)=earMag(1,:,:);
    imagesc(ima1(:,:,));
    min(min(min(earMag-quan)))
    figure
    hist(reshape(quan,[size(earMag,1)*size(earMag,2)*size(earMag,3),1]),0:255)
end

%% write drum labs for test and training
idxPerm=randperm(sndNo);
trNo=round(splitRatio*sndNo);
evalNo=sndNo-trNo;
idxTr=idxPerm(1:trNo);
idxEval=idxPerm(trNo+1:end);
lab0=lab-1;

% training data
fid=fopen(sprintf('%s%sLabsTr0.lst',jpg_path,exp_name),'w');
for i=1:trNo,
fprintf(fid,'%d\t%d\tdrum%d.jpg\n',i,lab0(idxTr(i)),idxTr(i));
end
fclose(fid);

% eval data
fid=fopen(sprintf('%s%sLabsEval0.lst',jpg_path,exp_name),'w');
for i=1:evalNo,
    fprintf(fid,'%d\t%d\tdrum%d.jpg\n',i,lab0(idxEval(i)),idxEval(i));
end
fclose(fid);

%% Explore data
if debugMode,
    figh=figure
d=3 %2:2,
    file_lst=dir([data_base_path data_subdir{d}]);
    file_idx=3:length(file_lst);
    anaWinSec=1/frameRate*(noCols+1); % in s
    anaWinSmp=round(anaWinSec*fs);
    dispWin=1; % in s
    for i=1:20, % i=1
        [snd1{i},fs]=audioread([data_base_path data_subdir{d}]
            file_lst(i+3).name);
        figure
        subplot(3,1,1);
        plot((1:anaWinSmp)/fs,snd1{i}(1:anaWinSmp));hold on;
        plot(anaWinSec,0,'*');
        subplot(3,1,2);
        [h b]=hist(abs(snd1{i}(1:anaWinSmp)),0:0.01:1);
        bar(h,b);
        subplot(3,1,3);
        am=1/(6*mean(abs(snd1{i}(1:anaWinSmp))));
        plot((1:anaWinSmp)/fs,am*snd1{i}(1:anaWinSmp));hold on;
        sound(snd1{i},fs);

        pause
        close all
        % [dummy dummy earMag{(d-1)*length(file_lst) +i}] = earmag(snd1{i}, fs, frameRate,noFreq);
        % lab((d-1)*length(file_lst)+i)=d;
    end
end
Appendix G

Low-level Parameters

The following appendix shows the analysis of the audio input and creating the parameterization of the sound.

function \([\text{ceps, freqresp, fb, fbrecon, freqrecon, earMag, meanMag, normMag, normMagMat, earMagMat}] = \ldots\)

mfcc(input, samplingRate, frameRate, noFilt, fftSize)

global mfccDCTMatrix mfccFilterWeights

[r c] = size(input);
if (r > c)
    input = input';
end

% Filter bank parameters
% lowestFrequency = 27;
% linearFilters = 13; %10;
% linearSpacing = 66.66666666; %42;
% logFilters = 27; %18;
% logSpacing = 1.0711703; %1.1085;
if nargin<5,
    fftSize = 512;
end
cepstralCoefficients = 40; %28
windowSize = 400;
windowSize = fftSize/2; %256; % Standard says 400, but 256 makes more sense
    % Really should be a function of the sample
    % rate (and the lowestFrequency) and the
    % frame rate.
if (nargin < 2) samplingRate = 16000; end;
if (nargin < 3) frameRate = 100; end;
if (nargin < 4) noFilt = 40; end;

% Filter bank parameters
lowestFrequency = 133.3333;
linearFilters = round(13/40*noFilt);
linearSpacing = 66.66666666*40/noFilt;
logFilters = noFilt-linearFilters;
logSpacing = 1.0711703^(40/noFilt);

% Keep this around for later....
totalFilters = linearFilters + logFilters;

% Now figure the band edges. Interesting frequencies are spaced
% by linearSpacing for a while, then go logarithmic. First figure
% all the interesting frequencies. Lower, center, and upper band
% edges are all consecutive interesting frequencies.

freqs = lowestFrequency + (0:linearFilters-1)*linearSpacing;
freqs(linearFilters+1:totalFilters+2) = ... 
  freqs(linearFilters) * logSpacing.^(1:logFilters+2);

lower = freqs(1:totalFilters);
center = freqs(2:totalFilters+1);
upper = freqs(3:totalFilters+2);

% We now want to combine FFT bins so that each filter has unit
% weight, assuming a triangular weighting function. First figure
% % the height of the triangle, then we can figure out each
% % frequencies contribution
mfccFilterWeights = zeros(totalFilters,fftSize);
triangleHeight = 2./(upper-lower);
fftFreqs = (0:fftSize-1)/fftSize*samplingRate;
for chan=1:totalFilters
  mfccFilterWeights(chan,:) = ... 
  (fftFreqs > lower(chan) & fftFreqs <= center(chan)).* ... 
  triangleHeight(chan).*(fftFreqs-lower(chan))/(center(chan)-lower(chan)) + ... 
  (fftFreqs > center(chan) & fftFreqs < upper(chan)).* ... 
  triangleHeight(chan).*(upper(chan)-fftFreqs)/(upper(chan)-center(chan));
end

%semilogx(fftFreqs,mfccFilterWeights')
%axis([lower(1) upper(totalFilters) 0 max(max(mfccFilterWeights))])

%figure; imagesc(mfccFilterWeights);

hamWindow = 0.54 - 0.46*cos(2*pi*(0:windowSize-1)/windowSize);

if 0 % Window it like ComplexSpectrum
  windowStep = samplingRate/frameRate;
a = .54;
b = -.46;
wr = sqrt(windowStep/windowSize);
phi = pi/windowSize;
hamWindow = 2*wr/sqrt(4*a*a+2*b*b) * ... 
(a + b*cos(2*pi*(0:windowSize-1)/windowSize + phi));

end

% Figure out Discrete Cosine Transform. We want a matrix
% dct(i,j) which is totalFilters x cepstralCoefficients in size.
% The i,j component is given by
% cos( i * (j+0.5)/totalFilters pi )
% where we have assumed that i and j start at 0.
mfccDCTMatrix = 1/sqrt(totalFilters/2)*cos((0:(cepstralCoefficients-1))' * ... 
(2*(0:(totalFilters-1))+1) * pi/2/totalFilters);

mfccDCTMatrix(1,:) = mfccDCTMatrix(1,:) * sqrt(2)/2;

%imagesc(mfccDCTMatrix);

% Filter the input with the preemphasis filter. Also figure how
% many columns of data we will end up with.
if 1
    preEmphasized = filter([1 -.97], 1, input);
else
    preEmphasized = input;
end

windowStep = samplingRate/frameRate;

cols = fix((length(input)-windowSize)/windowStep);

% Allocate all the space we need for the output arrays.
ceps = zeros(cepstralCoefficients, cols);
if (nargout > 1) freqresp = zeros(fftSize/2, cols); end;
if (nargout > 2) fb = zeros(totalFilters, cols); end;

% Invert the filter bank center frequencies. For each FFT bin
% we want to know the exact position in the filter bank to find
% the original frequency response. The next block of code finds the
% integer and fractional sampling positions.
if (nargout > 4)
    fr = (0:(fftSize/2-1))'/(fftSize/2)*samplingRate/2;
    j = 1;
    for i=1:(fftSize/2)
        if fr(i) > center(j+1)
            j = j + 1;
        end
        if j > totalFilters-1
            j = totalFilters-1;
        end
        fr(i) = min(totalFilters-.0001, ...
            max(1,j + (fr(i)-center(j))/(center(j+1)-center(j))));
    end
    fri = fix(fr);
    frac = fr - fri;

    % imagesc(fr);
freqrecon = zeros(fftSize/2, cols);
end

% Ok, now let's do the processing. For each chunk of data:
% * Window the data with a hamming window,
% * Shift it into FFT order,
% * Find the magnitude of the fft,
% * Convert the fft data into filter bank outputs,
% * Find the log base 10,
% * Find the cosine transform to reduce dimensionality.
for start=0:cols-1
    first = start*windowStep + 1;
    last = first + windowSize-1;
    fftData = zeros(1,fftSize);
    fftData(1:windowSize) = preEmphasized(first:last).*hamWindow;
    fftMag = abs(fft(fftData));
    earMag = log10(mfccFilterWeights * fftMag');
    ceps(:,start+1) = mfccDCTMatrix * earMag;
    if (nargout > 1) freqresp(:,start+1) = fftMag(1:fftSize/2)'; end;
    if (nargout > 2) fb(:,start+1) = earMag; end
    if (nargout > 3)
        fbrecon(:,start+1) = ...mfccDCTMatrix(1:cepstralCoefficients,:)' * ...
        ceps(:,start+1);
        meanMag = earMag - mean(earMag);
        normMag = meanMag / std(meanMag);
        earMagMat(:,start+1) = normMag;
        normMagMat(:,start+1) = normMag;
    end
    if (nargout > 4) f10 = 10.^fbrecon(:,start+1);
        freqrecon(:,start+1) = samplingRate/fftSize * ...
        (f10(fri).*'(1-frac) + f10(fri+1).*frac);
    end
end

% OK, just to check things, let's also reconstruct the original FB
% output. We do this by multiplying the cepstral data by the transpose
% of the original DCT matrix. This all works because we were careful to
% scale the DCT matrix so it was orthonormal.
if 1 & (nargout > 3)
    fbrecon = mfccDCTMatrix(1:cepstralCoefficients,:) * ceps;
    % imagesc(mt(:,1:cepstralCoefficients)*mfccDCTMatrix);
end
Appendix H

Lst File for Iterator

The following appendix shows the structure of a ".lst" file for creating the binary file type used by the iterator.
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Appendix I

JSON File Created From Training

The following appendix shows the structure of the JSON file created when training is started and the network script is used, in this case for the network with dropout and BN combined. I will also shows a part of this script. The rest can be seen in the attached files.

```
{
  "nodes": [
    {
      "op": "null",
      "param": {},
      "name": "data",
      "inputs": [],
      "backward_source_id": -1
    },
    {
      "op": "null",
      "param": {},
      "name": "convolution0_weight",
      "inputs": [],
      "backward_source_id": -1
    },
    {
      "op": "null",
      "param": {},
      "name": "convolution0_bias",
      "inputs": [],
      "backward_source_id": -1
    },
    {
      "op": "Convolution",
      "param": {
        "dilate": "(1,1)",
        "kernel": "(2,4)",
        "no_bias": "False",
        "num_filter": "16",
```
"num_group": "1",
"pad": "(0,0)",
"stride": "(1,1)",
"workspace": "512"
},
"name": "convolution0",
"inputs": [[0, 0], [1, 0], [2, 0]],
"backward_source_id": -1
},

{  
  "op": "null",
  "param": {},
  "name": "None_batchnorm_gamma",
  "inputs": [],
  "backward_source_id": -1
},

{  
  "op": "null",
  "param": {},
  "name": "None_batchnorm_beta",
  "inputs": [],
  "backward_source_id": -1
},

{  
  "op": "BatchNorm",
  "param": {
    "eps": "0.0001",
    "fix_gamma": "True",
    "momentum": "0.9"
  },
  "name": "None_batchnorm",
  "inputs": [[3, 0], [4, 0], [5, 0]],
  "backward_source_id": -1
},

{  
  "op": "Activation",
  "param": {
    "act_type": "relu"
  },
  "name": "activation0",
  "inputs": [[6, 0]],
  "backward_source_id": -1
},

{  
  "op": "Pooling",
  "param": {
    "kernel": "(3,1)",
    "pad": "(0,0)",
    "pool_type": "max",
    "stride": "(1,1)"